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As the Gambino crew amassed its profits, a referee -- this alleged Gambino referee -- continued to
pick their games. The ref had all of his gambling friends in the NBA circle; these friends were, in turn,

betting against the Gambino crew. And the referees, presumably in cahoots with Donaghy, were
rigging those games to push the Gambino crew's bets, which they were betting on the wrong teams.

Finally, in a crucial moment, a crew member made a bad prediction about a match involving the
Gambino crew, and all the Gambino team's bets were revealed. As Battista says, "Your classic mafia

bust." The Gambino crew member, who had won big on the Gambino crew's picks, was forced to
return the lost money to the Gambino crime family. With this information, the mobsters were able to
take the necessary next steps: They alerted their friends in other crews who had put down bets on
these games, and these new gangs were now on the Gambino crew's rivals list. There was a battle

brewing. The Gambino crew also tried to talk the ref -- the Gambino ref -- into backing away from the
bets he was making on Donaghy's games. They reportedly turned to their affiliate in the NBA

referee's union, who at first was in favor of taking the money, and then, changed his mind. The NBA
ref eventually put his cards on the table and asked the Gambino crew for a $100,000 get-out-of-jail-

free card. Battista says the Gambino crew now wants the money back. If the FBI arrests the Gambino
crew, they will be free of any gambling-related charges, whereas Scala says the league is going to

prosecute the Gambino crew criminally.
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Then there was Vito. Born in Philadelphia in 1954, it appears Vito was among the earliest victims of
Donaghy's predatory gambling on NBA games. He became close friends with Joe Vito, and Battista

and Vito were very, very close, too. Vito would come to Boston, where he lived, to run meetings and
see Battista in the thick of things. Once or twice, I was at one of Vito's large dining rooms -- complete

with chandeliers and frescos -- with Battista and others. A man who was there said that when Vito
took over as Battista's boss, Vito got the better of Battista's gambling activity on Donaghy games.
"Vito controlled most of it," the man said. Battista was usually "gambling on the good teams," the

man said. Vito didn't like that. Vito got into personal feuds with other gamblers, according to people
who know Vito. And in those early years, Battista probably was not smart enough to realize that Vito
didn't care. Vito had plenty of money and lots of people he could get to ride with him. He didn't need

Battista, so he kind of left him alone. He was a man of his word. "Battista was basically a thug to
Vito," the person close to the situation told me. "He used to steal from Vito," the person said, and
Vito just took it. Donaghy moved in with Vito in West Roxbury, in a house with lots of money and

horses. One person who knows them well told me that there were numerous young people around
the couple. In one of his high-stakes games, Donaghy got to know a man named Jorge who was

widely regarded as one of the best of the bookies. That's how he met them, this person said. That's
how he met everyone. With that group -- the Donaghy family -- standing around his wife, Tim

Donaghy on the court, he was "a big-time gambler," this person said, "a big-time bettor... a big-time
player." This is a man who seemed to know all the angles, who, for the period in which he was doing
it, was winning more than $10 million on NBA games. And this is a guy who Donaghy's family would

lavish with expensive things, like thematic sofas with Donaghy and his wife on the team logo.
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